Abstract—Student evaluation of teaching effectiveness plays an important role in Higher Education. Evaluations serve as Formative (identify areas of improvement in the process) and Summative (assess the end goal) measurements of teaching. Educational institutions collect these evaluations in both qualitative and quantitative forms. Qualitative evaluations serve as a bridge for students to express their feelings about the teaching methodology used, instructor efficiency, classroom environment, learning resources and others. Identifying student emotions help instructors to have good intellectual insight about the actual impact of teaching. Teaching models include traditional models, modern flipped class-room models, and active learning approaches. Light-weight team is an active learning approach, in which team members have little direct impact on each other’s final grades, with significant long-term socialization. We propose and extend previous method for assessing the effectiveness of the Light-weight team teaching model, through automatic detection of emotions in student feedback in computer science course by using Neural Network model. Neural Networks have been widely used and shown high performance in variety of tasks including but not limited to Text Classification and Image Classification. It is highly deemed to work great with huge volume of data. In this study we discuss how sequential model can be used with smaller data sets and it performs well, compared to the baseline models such as Support Vector Machines and Naïve Bayes.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quality of education is one of the primary factors which requires constant attention and improvement. Student evaluations of teaching serve as both formative and summative measure in the process of quality education. Literature dates back to 1920’s [1] with the works of Remmers to assess the student evaluation agreements with alumni and peers [2], [3]. Educational institutions collect student evaluations in both quantitative and qualitative forms. The quantitative feedbacks include a likert-type scale in which responses are scored along a range, to capture the level of agreement and disagreement. Qualitative feedbacks serve as a bridge for students to express their feelings about the teaching method used, instructor efficiency, classroom environment, learning resources and others.

One of the emerging approach in the field of teaching is Active Learning approach. Light-Weight teams [4] is an Active Learning approach, in which team members have no direct impact on each other’s final grades, yet there is a significant component of peer teaching, peer learning and long term socialization. This innovative pedagogical approach has been studied in Computer Science undergraduate courses and has been reported to have high levels of student engagement [4], [5].

Emotion Mining is the process of detecting and analyzing human feelings about events, issues and or services. Qualitative feedbacks aids in the process of identifying student emotions. Authors Tzacheva et al. [6], [7], study the effectiveness of teaching model and their impact on student learning styles and experience in classroom and identify factors that help in performance and positive attitude of students towards Computer science course. They propose a novel method for assessing pedagogical innovation thorough detection of emotions in text, produced by student participants, in computer science courses. The results show that implementation of Active Learning methods increase positive emotions among students and improve their learning experience.

Educational Data Mining is a new field which involves identifying patterns of student behaviours and learning by use of Machine Learning and Data Mining technologies. Neural Networks in Data Mining is a mathematical model which has its roots in biological neural network. Neural networks have achieved impressive results in several classification tasks [8], [9], [10], [11]. It is widely perceived that Neural Networks performs well with huge volume of data. Since student evaluations of teaching has limited data availability considering the number of students registering for a course, very limited works have used Neural networks in the education data mining field. Researchers use the classical machine learning models like Naïve Bayes, Support Vector Machine for sentiment classification of student evaluations data. In this work we use sequential learning model on the student feedbacks for emotion classification and compare with the traditional models.

The reminder of the paper is organised as follows, section II focusses on related work; followed by method, experiments and results in section III and IV.

II. RELATED WORKS

A. Classification - Traditional Machine Learning Models

Authors Altrabsheh et al. [12], collect real time student feedback and label the data into three sentiment class ‘positive’, ‘neutral’, and ‘negative’ with help of three experts. The learning performance was investigated with the following machine learning techniques: Naïve Bayes, Complement Naïve Bayes, Maximum Entropy, and Support Vector Machine. They achieve good results with Support Vector Machine and Complement Naïve Bayes. In a similar way authors Leong et al. [13] use prompt feedback and propose the use of short message service (SMS) for student evaluation and explore the application of text mining in particular Sentiment Analysis (‘positive’ and ‘negative’)on SMS texts. They show the positive and negative aspects of lecture in terms of the conceptual words extracted and text link analysis visualization.

Authors Dhanalakshmi et al. [14], classify student’s feedback into ‘positive’ or ‘negative’ and suggest that Naïve Bayes performs better with good recall. Authors Jagtap &
Dhoptre [15] classify student feedback data into ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ categories by using of hybrid approach combining Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and Support Vector Machine (SVM). Though they have concluded that applying advance feature selection method combined with hybrid approach work well for complex data, their works did not show the results of classification model for validation.

Authors Rajput et al. [16] apply text analytics methods on student’s feedback data and obtain insights about teacher’s performance with the help of tag clouds, and sentiment score. In this work the authors use sentiment dictionary Multi-Perspective Question Answering (MPQA) Stoyanov et al. [17] to find words with positive and negative polarity. By combing the word frequency and word attitude the overall sentiment score for each feedback is calculated. Finally they have compared the sentiment score with Likert scale based teacher evaluation and conclude that Sentiment score with word cloud provide better insights than Likert scale results.

B. Classification - Neural Networks

Neural Networks is widely used in several classification tasks and proven to achieve best results. But it is still in the infancy stage with Educational Data. Most of the works in literature focus on predicting student performance using Artificial Neural Networks. For instance, Guo et al. [18] use multiple level representations with unsupervised learning and fine tune neural network layers through back propagation. They use High school data with different kinds of information including background and demographic data, past study data, school assessment data, study data, and personal data. Compared to the traditional methods like Support Vector Machines and Naive Bayes, their model achieve better performance. Authors Musso et al. [19], also use student background information along with cognitive and non-cognitive measures to predict student academic performance using Artificial Neural Networks achieve greater accuracy compared to discriminant analyses method.

While the above methods use non-text data for classification, the following researchers use text data. Online discussion forum is a popular tool for student communication and collaboration in web-based courses. Authors Wei et al. [20] use Stanford MOOC posts dataset [21] to identify ‘confusion’, or ‘urgency’ and sentiment of the posts. They propose a transfer learning framework based on convolutional neural network and long short-term memory model. Student Evaluation of Teaching Effectiveness (SETE) serves as an important aspect in validating the teaching models, resources and effectiveness of teaching and learning outcomes. Authors Galbraith et al. [22] use Neural Networks to measure student learning outcomes from SETE’s.

There is not much work in applying Neural networks for sentiment classification from student evaluation of teaching. In this work we use sequential model with 1D convolution and word embedding for automatic classification of emotions from student evaluations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAMPLE - STUDENT COMMENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Easily available to communicate with if needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The course has a lot of valuable information.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get rid of the group project.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There was no enthusiasm in the class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The instructor should make the class more lively and interactive.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best professor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. METHODOLOGY

We use Web-Based course evaluation system to collect Data for the study. This system is administered by a third-party Campus Labs. In assistance with Center for Teaching and Learning, Campus Labs collect the student feedback for course evaluations. The student feedbacks for an instructor is collected for the terms of 2013 to 2017 including Fall, Spring and Summer sections of courses handled by the instructor. After the data collection from Campus Labs, jsoup [23] a Java library is used to process the html files and extract the comments. The data contains 1070 instances. Sample student comments shown in “Table. I”.

A. Pre-Processing

We use python Natural Language Toolkit (NLTK) [24] to process the Qualitative student feedbacks and make it suitable for emotion labeling and classification. The steps include removing certain special characters like punctuation, splitting the sentence into pieces of words called tokens, case-folding, stop-words removal. The pre-processed dataset contains close to 800 records in the dataset.

B. Emotion Labeling

Labeling the data is the most significant task for any supervised machine learning algorithm. In this work we use the National Research Council - NRC Lexicon [25], [26] for this purpose, NRC Emotion lexicon is a list of English words and their associations with eight basic emotions (anger, fear, anticipation, disgust, surprise, trust, joy, and sadness) and two sentiments (positive and negative). The Annotations in the lexicon are at WORD-SENSE level. Each line has the format: <Term> <AffectCategory> <AssociationFlag>.

Student comments is processed and if a match to word is found then the score is incremented accordingly based on the Flag value in lexicon, here if a word is present twice then automatically based on the frequency score for that particular emotion will be incremented. After the entire comment is processed the Emotion which has the highest score is assigned as the final Emotion with respect to that student comment.

C. Classification

Classification is the process of predicting the class labels of given data points, and it belongs to the category of Supervised Learning. The learning algorithms for classification are broadly divided into two types as lazy learning (memory-based learning system) and eager learning (optimized learning.
system) algorithms. Lazy learning algorithms store all the training data and defer the process until it receives a query or test set to process. Whereas the eager learning algorithm learns the classifier structure with the training data and uses the learning to predict the test instances. The former takes less time learning and more time classifying while the later is the opposite.

Some examples of lazy learning algorithms include K-Nearest Neighbor, Case-Based reasoning; while Naive Bayes, Neural networks, Decision Tree are examples of Eager learning. In this paper we use Keras [27] a high-level neural network API in python for automatic classification of emotion from student evaluation data. The classification model is based on Keras sequential model, which is a linear stack of layers. We use the 1D convolutional kernel with dense (fully connected) layer compiled with Adaptive Moment Estimation (Adam) optimizer and categorical crossentropy as loss function. Finally the model is trained using Epochs = 5 and Batch size = 2.

IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

In this section we describe our experiments and results. The data for this study is collected from Campus Labs website. The data extracted consists 1070 records. The pre-processed dataset contains close to 820 records in the dataset. For labeling the data - student feedback comments with different types of Emotion, we use the National Research Council - NRC Lexicon [25], [26].

There are several classification algorithms that have been applied to text classification problems. In this work we use traditional Naive Bayes and Support Vector Classification methods as a baseline to compare the neural networks implementation.

A. Naive Bayes Classifier and Support Vector Machine Classifier

One of the popular use of text pre-processing in the traditional methods is use of TF-IDF (Term Frequency - Inverse Document Frequency) which is a popular weighting scheme used in information retrieval and text mining applications. It is a statistical measure to evaluate the importance of words in the document or corpus. TF-IDF is mainly composed of two terms: Term Frequency “(1)” and Inverse Document Frequency “(2)”.

\[
TF(t) = \frac{\text{Number of times term } t \text{ appears in a document}}{\text{Total number of terms in the document}}
\]

\[
IDF(t) = \frac{\text{Total number of documents}}{\text{Number of documents with term } t \text{ in it}}
\]

The student evaluations dataset is processed with TF-IDF and given as input to the Naive Bayes and Support Vector classification. We achieve accuracy of approximately 74.79% with Naive Bayes and 77.97% with Support Vector Machine.

B. Neural Networks Classifier

In order for the text input to be understood by the neural network algorithm, it is required to process the text before passing to the classifier model to be trained. For this purpose words are replaced with unique numbers and combined with embedding vector to make it semantically meaningful. We achieve an accuracy of approximately 76.7% which is very much in close approximation with the traditional models.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we apply neural networks classifier for emotion detection in student evaluation of teaching. We use Keras Deep Learning API. Using appropriate number of epochs for training on the source domain results in better performance. We also compare the neural networks model with the traditional text classification models like Naive Bayes and Support Vector Machine. We notice that neural networks yields (76.7%) similar performance to traditional text classification models like Naive Bayes (74.79%) and Support Vector Machine (77.97%), though the size of the dataset is not big, which is considered to be a drawback when using neural networks for classification.
In future we plan to extend this work by collecting student survey to identify actionable patterns, that helps improve the teaching model, learning environment to a better state.
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